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Abstract---The adoption of active methodologies in the teaching-learning process allows the main actors of 

education to transform the classroom into scenarios of real experiences of learners. This research aims to analyze 

the Project-Based Learning methodology and its impact on the academic performance of middle school students. In 

this research, several methods were applied, including the qualitative documentary bibliographic review, the 

inductive-deductive method, allowing to identify the characterization of project-based learning, in addition, the 

academic results of the students of basic secondary of the Educational Unit “Aurelio Salazar”. As result, it was 

obtained that Project-Based Learning is an active methodology of current education where the teaching process is 

innovated, the academic performance of 62 students who attended the 2020-2021 school year was analyzed. 
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Introduction 

 

Education is in a transition stage where the traditional way of transmitting knowledge is lagging due to the adoption 

of new learning strategies. The Educational Units are implementing new educational methodologies in the 

classroom, which become innovative means to achieve the educational goal, this research was carried out in an 

educational unit located in the urban sector where the Project-Based Learning methodology was analyzed (ABP) and 

its impact on the academic performance of middle school students (Cheng et al., 2012; Moreira & Rodríguez, 2020). 

Traditional learning methodologies are a linear process where the teacher is the main transmitter of knowledge 

within the classroom and the student is just a passive receiver listening to expositions and experiences of third 

parties, holding the textbook as the only available tool conditioned to memorize content. to excel in the final 

evaluation and this serves to give credit for the received learning (Muntaner et al., 2020).  

Active methodologies allow teachers and students to build their knowledge inside and outside the classroom, 

awakening the interest in learning interactively with methods that allow the teaching-learning process to be dynamic, 

innovative, and meaningful, assuming that the new strategies are cognitive and constructive activities that allow to 

successfully achieve the educational objectives set (Meza, 2013). Project-based learning has a constructivist 
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approach, encourages collaborative work from the planning stage to obtaining the final product, allowing the student 

to consider topics of interest to develop skills from problem-solving and their own experiences in the teaching-

learning process, with the continuous accompaniment of teachers, parents, legal representatives, or other educational 

actors (Solís-Pinilla, 2021).  

To achieve the generation of new cognitive, communicative, and emotional experiences, the ABP methodology 

requires the use of information and communication technologies (ICT) as a transcendental and innovative resource in 

the teaching-learning process (Ausín et al., 2016). The teacher becomes an innovative entity by using active 

methodologies and technological tools allowing the realization of structured, oriented, and formative activities, 

stimulating critical-constructive thinking in the student, in addition, these mergers of strategies allow to strengthen 

meaningful learning through experiences real acquired that arise in the projects (Nieto & Martínez, 2021). 

In the ABP methodology, the student is no longer just receptive, it is part of the planning of projects for the 

generation of new knowledge, allowing to devise activities that contribute to meaningful reflection through 

experience and innovative motivation (Botella Nicolás & Ramos Ramos, 2020). The academic performance of 

students is a traditional way of verifying the knowledge acquired during a school period or in a certain period of 

study, which quantitatively shows the achievement of educational objectives at the end of the course, establishing the 

approval of this for the next phase. With the new methodologies, the knowledge acquired is evaluated at all times of 

the teaching-learning process (Rodríguez Pinto, 2019). In Ecuador, ABP methodologies have also been contributed, 

these have been introduced in class schools, in different areas both rural and urban areas, contributing to the 

knowledge of students (Matzumura Kasano et al., 2018), other authors have implemented other innovative 

techniques (Pachay López et al., 2020).  

 

Materials and Methods 

 

For the research, the qualitative method of documentary bibliographic review was applied, which allowed the search, 

analysis, and systematization of information that significantly contribute to investigative work, inductive-deductive, 

allowing to identify the characterization of project-based learning, in addition, the quantitative one to analyze the 

academic results of the students of basic secondary of the Educational Unit "Aurelio Salazar" who attended the 

school year 2020-2021. 

 

Results and Discussions 

 

For the development of the investigative work, documented information from different authors was analyzed, 

especially on the following topics: traditional education, active learning methodologies, Project-Based Learning, new 

teaching strategies, different perspectives of the main actors of a classroom, and the steps to create a project with the 

ABP methodology (Guo et al., 2020; Han et al., 2016; Arjawa et al., 2017). Traditional learning consists of the 

teacher being the center of the class exposing the selected topic or according to the previously elaborated curriculum 

to ensure that the student achieves the planned learning by attending passively without interacting dynamically and 

taking the necessary notes for later at home transcribe or carry out the proposed task, in addition to completing this 

traditional strategy the teacher needs to evaluate the knowledge through a final evaluation in a time determined by 

the educational regulations, for which the student must memorize content (Polanco et al., 2004).  Figure 1. 

Traditional learning explicitly shows the meaning of traditional learning, the role of the teacher and the student. 

 

 
Figure 1. Traditional learning 

Source: (León et al., 2019) 
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For years the educational system has been proposing different methodologies that allow the activation of significant 

knowledge in students, training, and turning the teacher into a guide (Chu et al., 2011; Calderhead, 1991). The 

teacher's accompaniment is essential to achieve educational objectives through the application of innovative 

methodologies that motivate and participate in the student. Active methodologies link various learning proposals that 

are based on activities that make the student investigate, reflect and learn by experimenting (Espinoza, 2020). In 

Figure 2. Types of methodologies, the methodologies that are mostly used today in the teaching-learning process are 

appreciated. 

 

 
Figure 2. Types of active methodologies 

Source: (Espinoza, 2020) 

 

Inverted classroom 

 

Innovative methodology that consists of using the environments where the student operates such as the home and the 

classroom, with the application of this method the teacher seeks to motivate and awaken the student's interest in 

previously learning from home and sharing the experiences in the classroom (Cantuña Avila & Cañar Tapia, 2020).  

 

Problem-based learning 

 

An active tool where the student learns individually or in a team, being this the main actor in the learning process 

discovering and learning new knowledge developing critical and reflective skills (Bermúdez Mendieta, 2021).  

 

Challenge-based learning 

 

Active and innovative learning strategy that contributes to meaningful student learning through challenges, using the 

elements of motivation, emotion, and cognition (Rodríguez et al., 2021). 

 

Design thinking 

 

The active methodology focused on action, that is, from theoretical knowledge to practical experiences where new 

solutions are designed to real everyday problems of the environment or the community (Latorre-Cosculluela et al., 

2020). 
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Thought-based learning 

 

It is an active methodology that allows the generation and development of critical and creative thoughts through 

practical procedures, it contributes to the development of student's skills and abilities (Ruiz, 2018). 

 

Project-based learning (PBL) 

 

It is an active methodology adopted in current education innovating the traditional teaching-learning process, one 

purpose of this method is the development and presentation of a final product, promoting team and autonomous work 

(Gómez-Pablos et al., 2017). 

 

In the "Aurelio Salazar" Educational Unit, the teamwork carried out by the teaching staff and other educational 

actors was observed in the planning, execution, and evaluation of interdisciplinary projects based on the PBL 

methodology, adopted as an innovative strategy to achieve learning significance in learners (de la Puente Pacheco et 

al., 2020; Bacilio, 2021). The PBL is made up of two projects: humanistic and scientific, each of them includes 

subjects with activities that will contribute to the achievement of the final product, as shown in figure 3, Inputs that 

make up the PBL in the teaching-learning process. 

 

 
Figure 3. Subjects that make up the PBL 

 

It is stated that the teaching team selected the steps that allow them to build both humanistic and scientific projects 

each time, as shown in figure 4. Phases of project construction:  

 

 
Figure 4. Phases for the construction of projects 

Source: (Nieto & Martínez, 2021) 
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Figure 5. Student and teacher perspective 

Source: (Martí et al., 2010) 

 

In the research, the analysis of academic performance was carried out of 62 students who attended the 2020-2021 

school year in basic medium to know the incidence of the ABP methodology applied in this school period, data that 

is presented in table 2: Academic performance: 

 

 
Figure 6. Academic performance of higher basic students 
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The Educational unit "Aurelio Salazar" implements the methodology of project-based learning (Efstratia, 2014; 

Ergül & Kargın, 2014). According to the information in its files, an analysis of the academic performance of Basic 

School students was carried out. Average, the results indicate that 65% of the students pass the required learning, that 

is, they obtained grades of 10, while 19% dominate the required learning, obtaining grades between 9 and 16% of 

them reached the required learning grades that They comprise between 7 and 8, this new experience has allowed 

most of the students to master the required learning, however, there is a small group that due to environmental 

situations did not manage to master the learning (Lasauskiene & Rauduvaite, 2015; Chen & Yang, 2019). 

 

Conclusion 

 

In the current educational process, several active methodologies are applied, including PBL, a dynamic and 

innovative learning method that allows the design of activities so that the student can develop skills autonomously, 

critically, and creatively, accompanied and guided by the teacher. It was applied in the "Aurelio Salazar" Educational 

Unit, showing that it effectively affects the academic performance of middle school students, managing to develop 

new experiences evidencing them in portfolios and exhibitions each time, this method allows evaluation through the 

application of rubrics previously designed by the management team. 
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